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ABSTRACT
The article provides mathematical formulas for controlling the processes of cryo-treatment of plant objects. Methods for
calculating quality indicators and factors affecting the technological processes of cryoprocessing, namely, cryoseparation
and cryo-grinding of plant products, are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION
Cryoprocessing of plant raw materials and products is accompanied by mathematical processing of the
experimental results obtained, which is important in determining the technological parameters of the process and
drawing up its regulations. The purpose of this work is to consider the mathematical apparatus of the processes
of cryoprocessing of plant objects. Thus, the quality of cryoseparation is determined by the following formula
[1]:
Q=(m1-m2)/M∙100%
M- total mass of the fraction obtained г
m1- mass of target fraction, г
m2- mass of non-target fraction г
Organoleptic indicators are determined by a tasting-examination based on a comparison of assessments (points)
of the analyzed products in accordance with the requirements of state standards. The average score (score) is
determined from the formula:
A=E/K, где – Е sum of all points, К- number of experts.
The heat (kJ) removed from the product during cooling depends on the size of the heat capacity C and the
temperature difference between the product at the beginning and at the end of the cooling process ∆t◦С.
Q=M∙C∙∆t, M- mass of the cooled product.
Specific heat is a value equal to the amount of heat that must be removed from the product to cool the body
weight by 1 K;
C=
= ,
Q- quantity of heat, дж;
m- body mass, кг, ∆t- temperature difference,◦K.
It is believed that the mass and volumetric specific heat are equal to each other.
The heat capacity of ice formation processes (J/kg, K) for products with a low fat content, taking the heat
capacity of water equal to 4.19, for dry substances 0.71-1.36, vegetable substances 1.38-1.68, is found from the
formula :
С0=СсW+Cb(1-W)
Сb; Cc- specific heat capacity of water and dry matter, W, (1-W), mass fraction of water and dry matter.
Transforming this equation, we obtain the following equation for plant raw materials
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C0=4,19W+0,9(1-W)

RESULTS
The heat capacity after ice formation, or the calculated specific heat capacity of the product to be calculated,
since at negative temperatures, part of the water in the raw material does not turn into ice, the heat capacity of
which CL is calculated from the equation:
CЛ=СW∙W(1-W)+CЛ∙WW+CХ(1-W)
W- mass fraction of water in products,,
W- relative amount of frozen water:
W=

,

tкр critical temperature; tз- product temperature, ◦С
Transforming the last equation and taking into account the previous equation, we obtain:
CW= C0(CW-Cx)WW
Thermal conductivity (W/m s) can be calculated as heat capacity, taking the thermal conductivity
coefficient of water and dry substances as 0.6 and 0.26.

The cooling rate, which mainly depends on temperature, product thickness and cooling method, is
found from the formula:
=
tкр и t0 cryoscopic product and ambient temperature, respectively
q- specific heat removed from raw materials during cooling, кДж\кг
𝛾- product density, кг\м3
Х- product size, м;
◦
- product thermal conductivity coefficient, вт \кг∙К
α- heat transfer coefficient.
The cooling rate is understood as the amount of frozen water in the product for a certain period of
time,% min.
The amount of frozen water W is found from the ratio of moisture converted to ice to its total amount
W=
GЛ иG0 – the amount of ice and water at a given temperature, unit fractions.
Otherwise, the amount of frozen moisture can be depicted as the ratio of the mass of ice G at a given
temperature to the total mass of ice and moisture equal to the initial mass of water Gb ;

Cooling of food raw materials and products is a complex physical and chemical process. In
refrigeration practice, the most important parameter is the duration of cooling, which is understood as the total
duration of freezing and cooling of an object to a given temperature. To determine this, the most widespread
was the Planck formula, which is applicable for bodies of simple shape with the constancy of the
physicochemical properties of the product. [2]: This formula has a simple form for application and
understanding of heat and mass transfer processes during cooling and for fixing the initial and final temperature
of the object. The heat of ice formation is represented as the sum of heat removed from a unit of product during
cooling from the initial temperature tn to the temperature of the onset of freezing of water tcr of the heat of ice
formation and heat when the temperature of the frozen product decreases from t nz to the final tk
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Q=c(tc-tкр)+αWω+ Cн(tн-tк)
См- the heat capacity of the frozen product.
The cold consumption for freezing an object is found by the formula:
Qкр=GпрС(tн-tk)
Gпр- product weight, С- heat capacity of an object, tн и tk the initial and final temperature of the object.
Moreover, when freezing plant objects, the warmth of breath should be additionally taken into
account
Q=qg∙Gпр
где qg- warmth of breath вт\кг, is from the reference book depending on the product and temperature.
The amount of heat removed from the object during cooling is found by the formula
Qox=G[C0(t0-tкр)+r∙ω∙W+Ck(tкр-tc]
Qox- cold consumption for object cooling, кДж
G- product weight, кг
С0- specific heat capacity of an object at temperatures above its cryoscopic temperature k Дж\кг∙◦С
Tн- initial process temperature
Tкр- cryoscopic temperature,◦С
W- mass fraction of water in the object, in fractions of a unit
ω- the proportion of frozen water at the average, final cooling temperature, in fractions of a unit
𝛾- specific heat of ice formation, кДж\кг
Ск- specific heat capacity of a frozen object at temperature
Average between cryoscopic and final, кДж\кг.
Tск- average end temperature of the object,◦С
The efficiency of using the method of cryo-separation of food raw materials can be assessed by the
technological indicator [3]:
𝛾
𝛾0- split component output, %
α- content of the component to be separated in the original product, %.
ß- content of the component to be separated in the recovered product,%
The efficiency of the cryo-grinding process is determined by the following equation:
; 𝛾
F- the mass of raw materials in the cryo-grinder, кг; G, G0 – the mass of the selected component of the structure
of the object located in the grinder at the moment of time 𝜏 and before the start of grinding, respectively, kg.
α- content of minor components in the feedstock, units share.gspecific, true productivity of the grinder for the selected component of raw materials, кг\м3∙час.
V- cryo-grinder space volume, м3
True specific productivity of the cryo-grinder for the selected component

or Go =

J- true specific productivity of the cryo-grinder at F=0, 1\м∙час ,
S0,Sx- the specific surface area of accretion and the released component, respectively,
Ψ- coefficient of intercomponent cryo-grinding, determined by the nature of accretion and connection between
the components of the cooled object. [4]:
The main factors that determine the quality of refrigerated fruits, berries, vegetables and other plant objects
are the nature of the cell structure, which depends on the speed and temperature of cooling, storage temperature,
which should not exceed the freezing temperature in order to prevent the growth of ice crystals, the speed and
conditions of defrosting. Freezing can cause damage to cell membranes and this can cause an imbalance in
redox processes towards oxidative reactions during storage of a frozen object. The quality of a frozen object is
determined by the completeness of inactivation of enzymes that accelerate these processes - oxidoreductases,
polyphenol oxidases, and others. The main substrate for these enzymes is the water of the cell sap. The method
of rapid cryopreservation allows you to quickly overcome the cryoscopic temperature in order to prevent the
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formation of large ice crystals that damage the cell structure of the object, which causes a loss of cell juice
output. As a result of damage to cellular structures at the stage of freezing after defrosting, irreversible
structural-mechanical, physicochemical and organoleptic changes occur. [4,5]:
Conclusion. Thus, it can be concluded that it is recommended to use rheological parameters to establish the
quality of frozen plant objects.
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